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FIDDES AUSTRALIA 
 

HARD WAX OIL AFTERCARE AND MAINTENANCE 
 

You have made a wise decision to choose Fiddes Hard Wax Oil for your timber 
surface. Now you need to ensure you care for and protect the surface to 

extend the life of the finish. 
 

Hard Wax Oil is a blend of natural oils and waxes offering exceptional durability 
and resistance for internal timber surfaces and flooring. Hard Wax Oil is easily 

maintained and rejuvenated when required. If maintained correctly, no future 
sanding is needed as it is a replenishable coating system designed to be easily 

spot repaired without leaving repair marks. The coating is quick drying, 
meaning any future maintenance coats can be applied and dry within a few 

hours. The coating will be fully cured in 7 days. Ongoing maintenance will 
depend on the treatment, so to extend the life of your coating it is important to 

care for it correctly. 

 
Furniture & Joinery: 

To care for your furniture and joinery we recommend regular cleaning with a 
microfibre cloth to remove dust and to use Fiddes aftercare products. Simply spray 

Fiddes Wood Surface Cleaner lightly and evenly, wiping clean with a lint free cloth. 
 

Floors: 

To keep your floor looking its best, remove dirt and grit as it can cause fine scratching 
and wear on your floor. We recommend a broom or electrostatic mop or if using a 

vacuum cleaner please ensure the head will not scratch the coating. We also 
recommend only mopping as required using Fiddes Wood Floor Cleaner and to not 

oversaturate the timber. A microfibre spray mop is ideal. Please also ensure all mobile 
furniture such as chairs have adequate protection to eliminate any unnecessary 
premature wearing. Fiddes Australia offers a range of mobile furniture protectors 

available to purchase on our website. 
 

Under no circumstance use bleach, ammonia or caustic based cleaners. It is 

also important to not use citrus or eucalyptus-based cleaning products. These 
products will strip or weaken the coating and could cause colour distortion and reduce 

the durability and stain resistance.   
 

To see the full range of Fiddes Australia aftercare products or to find your closest 
stockist please visit our website www.fiddesaustralia.com 
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